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Referee of Titles
reference of application to ..
wheIL inspector of titles to be
Re-ln,·estigation
petition for .
title of certain persons not to be affected
appeal from order on .
Rules'
power of judges to make_
Spedfic Performance
conveyance on judgment for
Taxes
payment of be!ore certificate of title ....
Trustee
application by .
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1524
1529
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1527
1528
1529
1526
1522
1520
Corporations Tax
tax
tax
RADIUM
on person attending
see Amusements Tax .
on persons betting at, see
412
39<
Crown, Powers of
purchasing, acquiring and developing radium-bearing lands.
fixing price to be paid by Crown......... . .
suspending requirements as to continuous development
permitting sale to others than Crown . .
Forfeiture
for default of owner in complying with terms of Act
declaration of forfeiture, elfect of registration
Orders in Council
what may be done by regulation
publication ..
to be laid before Assembly .
disapproval of Assembly, elfect of .
Olll·ner
to work deposit diligently and continuously ..
sale of product to Crown _ .
declaratlon of forfeiture on default of conditions .
Reward for pisco\-ery
provision for
RAILWAYS
612, 613
613
613
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612
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61S
612
612
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Accidents
inquest in case of fataL................ 1316
disqualification of coroner when a shareholder or employee
of company 1314
preventing disturbance of wreckage pending view............ 1316
contracts waiving employee'S right to damages, when void.. 2600
returns, as to 260S
notice of, to board and investiKation.................... 2607
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penalty for
Accounts
duties of directors as to keeping, and annual balance..
Actions
limitation on, for damages .
exception as to breach of contract a.nd tolls ..
inspection not to affect liability of company
contracts of employees waiving rights, void .
Air Whistles
to be placed on train __ ...
Aisles
on open or summer cars..
Aliens
equal rights of if shareholders..
emploY?lcnt on subsidized lines, when prohibited
Amalgamation
agreement for, requirements as to ..
effect of, on properties, pawers, etc.
powers of companies not to be restricted by Special Act unless
so expressed
Animals
charge of at farm crossings ..
cattle guards, erection of... . .
precautions during construction on enclosed lands.
damages for injury to, on right of way,
onus of proof of owner's negligence on company..
not to be left at large near crossing .
right to recover when killed on company's land .
impounding . .
when owner may not recover . .
conductor to report injury caused by train .. . .
Approaches
general power to make.. . .
grade of and fencing at side ...
unlawful erection and maintenance,
Aqueducts
powers as to construction of.
Arbitration
appointment of arbitrators .
procedure to determine compensation for land taken
evidence, taking down .
abandonment of proceedings
appeals from award .
taking possession before award made _ ..
Arrests
powers of railway constables as to
by conductor, acting as constable
Assembly
members to have free transportation ........
"'2
2599
2600
2600
2600
2523
2'28
2.(86
2602
24.99
2600
2500
2532
2532
2533
2508
2608
2608
2608
2609
2609
3596
2,(94
2538
2612
2494
2511
2511
2512
2513
2513
2514
2578
2579
2577
Backing 'frains
on or across highway, in cities, towns or villages . 2551
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Badges
employees on passenger trains and at stations to wear 2547
Baggage
requirements as to checking.......................................................... 2548
not to apply to electric railways unless ordered........................ 2548
right to collect payment for excess............ 2548
Baggage Car
passengers riding in against regulations 2548
Beach
right to occupy _........ . 2496
Bell
for locomotives .
sounding at highway crossings
2523
2549
2471
2603
2605
2540
2554
2577
2596
Blackboards
at stations, time of arrival a.d departure of trains 2545
Board
meaning of .
regulations of, for carrying telegraph and telephone wires
across railway 2497
powers of as to equipment and service 2524-2526
jurisdiction with regard to service of street and incline railwa~'s 2527
enforcement of orders 2527
regulations as to packing in winter.............................................. 2530
powers as to crossing and junction of railways............................ 2539
joint acti0!1 with ~a.nwa>: Commissioners of Canada as to
crossmg DOmInIOn hnes .
approval of by-laws, rules and regulations .
free transportation to be furnished to members and officers of
enforcing of agreement for operation on highway ..
regulation of hours of labour of conductors and motormen on
street railways .. ..
requiring statement from railway as to assets, liabilities, etc.
Board of Railway Commissioners for Canada
joint action as to crossing or intersecting Dominion lines 2540
Book of Reference
contents of 2501
sanction of and deposit of with Board 2502
registration of 2502
correction of errors in 2503
in case of deviation or alteration................................................... 2505
branch lines 2518
Bonuses
returns as to 2606
Borrowing Powers
issuing bonds, debenture stock, etc. 2488
how securities payable denomination of and interest............... 2488
right to issue, a continuing one 2488
mortgage securing bonds, etc. 2489
securities to be a charge on revenues.............................................. 2489
holders to rank pro rata and rights of on default.................... 2490
securities, how transferred 2490
promissory notes, bills of exchange, overdraft 2491
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outside ladders, grips and running boards ..
Brakes
requirements as to .
regulations of board as to
on electric cars, operating on highways .
Branch Lines
general powers as to .
for bringing in material for construction
limitation as to length ........
approval of Board required
construction of to industry
inspection of .
Bridge
powers as to construction of.. . .
to be kept properly floored . .
crossing highwny, etc., r.ornpenill\tlon to adjoining owners_.:
what headway to be maintained .
cases where bridge not Clwned by the company .
penalty for impropcr construction .
when Board's approval of plan required
order for foot-bridges at crossings, etc .
over highways, safety in construction and maintenance....
stopping trains at draw or swing ....
exception where safety appliance .
inspection of .. .
notice of damage to .. .
penalty for using level crossing when footbridge provided ..
unlawful erection and maintenance, penalty for .
Bridge Companies
application of provisions as to tolls
British Subj«ts
when majority of directors to be
By-laws
includes resolution of company .
general power to make................ . ..
essentials as to validity of and approval of Board ..
posting up of certain, in stations .
copy to be given to offieers affected by .
summary interfcrence in case of violation.
evidence of .
of electric and strcet railways, to be subject to franchise agree.
ment .
copies of to be sent to Board
penalty for ,oioIating .
Calls
limitation as to intervals and amount, and liability for ..
forfeiture of shares for non-payment , .
payment in advance of ..
Capital
amount to be stated in special Act ..
increasing with approval of shareholders .
dividends not to be paid in impairment of .
not to be applied on purchase of stock, etc., of other company
2522
2522
2525
2591
2494
2517
2517
2518
2519
2555
2494
2495
2516
2533
2634
2584
2584
2536
2537
254'
2649
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2613
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2571
2576
2599
Cars
requirements as to construction and equipment... . 2522-2524
order of Board for additional....... 2527
construction of open .. 2528
passengers riding on platforms or in baggage cars.................. 2548
no freight car in rear of passenger.................................... 2548
operation of 'pay-as-you-enter' 2592
by-laws, etc., as to loading and unloading _._.. 2553
as to number of passengers and entrance and exit .. 2553
one-man, operation of with approval of Board......... 2592
penalty for failure to supply additional on order of Board 2597
Cattle Guards
duty of company as to 2533
inspection of 2555
Charities
special rates or free carriage of traffic not undue preference.... 2576
Children
fares on electric railways : .
Colour Blindness
examination of employees for .
Commercial Travellers
special rates to, not undue preference .
•
Common Carriers
company not to collect tolls as, except according to tariff ..
Communicable Di eases
entering and disinfecting cars '" .
Commutation Tickets
not undue preference , '"
Company
meaning of .
Compensation
crossing or connecting with other lines .
not to apply if connection is with Dominion line ..
duty of company as to in exercising powers.............. . .
for taking or occupying land of another company .
for land, negotiations with owner .
arbitration to determine '" .
payment into court .
to owner of lands adjacent to highways .
use of adjacent lands during construction .
wher~ lan~ taken under order of Board authorizing changes or
diverSions .
to owners of mining lands in case of severance .
damages caused by fires from locomotives .
Competitive Points
board may declare what are .
Completion
of line, plans and profile, filing and registration of ,.
time for, in case of branch line .
limitation of time for ..
time for, agreement with municipality ..
2569
3373
2576
2471
2493
2495
2495
2495
2509
2511
2515
2516
2520
2537
2542
2543
2663
2504
2518
2544
2580
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of electric railways
Conductor
communication to be provided with engineer .
protection of from cold .
passage for, in open cars
powers of, when acting as constable .
limitation of hours of labour
Constables
appointment, oath and powers of
dismissal of by judge
penalty for neglect of dllty
conductor, powers when acting as .
Construction
general powers as to .
not to commence until plans. etc., approved .
work on highway ..
limitation of time for
use of steam durink construction
contracts for - .
agreements with municipality
power works .
approval of Board required . .
implied provisions in agreements .
returns as to eost of . . . .
Conveniences
for employees on street and incline railways
for passengers on electric and steam railways..
Couplers
requirements as to .
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2524
2528
2579
2603
2577
2578
2579
2579
2493
2505
2536
2544
2544
254.
2580
2585
2589
2593
2606
2591
2592
2522
2496
Crossings
for farm purposes 2632
cattle guards at highway 2533
variations between level of rail and level of highway 2535
order for foot.bridges at . 2536
heighth of overhead railway........... 2537
powers of Board with respect to 2537. 2538
signboards at level.... 2538
order for repair of level 2538
inspection of 2555
penalty for using level crClssing when footbridge provided 2611. 2512
Crown Lands
may be used with consent of Crown
Damages
extent of liability where caused by fire from locomotive 2543
limitation of actions for . 2599.2&00
animals killed or injured on right of way.. 2608
Despatcher
limitation of hours of labour on line twenty miles long
De\'iations
from general location .. .
filing plan, profile and book of reference .
of electric or street railway from highway..
2603
2502
2505
2587
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2486
2487
2487
2488
Directors
election. powers and duties 2478.2482
when majority to be British subjects 2480
penalty for permitting dealing in securities of other company 2611
Discrimination
as to tolls. between localities. prohibited................................ 2562
when unlawful 2572.2573
agreements for, void 2573
Board determining complaints as to unjust.................................. 2574
certain special rates and free transportation not to be deemed 2576
Dividends
rights of holders of preference stock ..
declaration of. out of net profits .
not to be issued to impair canital ..
deduction from to pay calls ..
Dominion Lines
joint action by federal and provincial boards in cases of cross"
ings . 2540, 2541
IJrainage
powers as to construction of drains........................................... 2494
duty of railway to adjoining owners................................................ 2530
application to board by municipal corporation or landowner.. . 2530
general laws to apply to company.............................................. 2531
carrying work through lands of company.................................. 3156
Draw Bars
height of 2523
Easements
powers of electric and street railway companies as to acquiring
for transmission of electricity................................................ 2586
Electric Railways
open cars. construction of 2528
use of steam during construction...................................................... 2544
by-laws of company to .be subject to terms of franchise agree-
ment 2555
in~rchange of traffic and running rights between contiguous
lines in cities 2572. 2673
provisions specially applicable to works on highways................ 2579
construction, rights of company.................................................... 2580
hours of labour 2584
protection of wires, pipes. and cables 2584
forfeiture for non-user........................................................................ 2585
works which may be undertaken. production, development and
transmission of power 2585. 2586
municipal by-laws, requisite preliminaries 2587
exclusive transmission franchise not to be granted................ 2588
approval of Board to work on highways 2589
duration of municipal franchises 2590
municipal corporation taking over.................................................... 2590
transfer in ownership of highways. effect of.. :........ 2593
implied provisions in agreements with municipalities 2593-2596
Electrolysis
protection of pipes. etc.• from 2584
Elevators
general powers of company as to...................................................... 2493
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Emplo)'ees
regulations of Board as to means of communication between
cars . ..
as to shelter for .
on passenger trains and at stations, badges to be worn by ..
by-laws, etc., of company as to employment and conduct .
contracts waiving right to damages, void . ..
hours of labour .. _. . .
dismissal on order of Bllard after accident .
penalty for sUTJplying liquor to, while on duty .
penalty for intoxication while on duty.. .. ..
PAoa
2524
2524
2547
2553
2600
2603
2608
2612
2612
2521
2608
Engine Drh'er
communication to be provided with conductor
limitation of hours of labour on line twenty miles long
Equipment or Trains
what to be provided .. ..2521·2524
powers of Board as to . 2524, 2525
of subsidized lines to be purchased in Canada..... 2602
Excursion Tickets
not undue preference .
Expectorating
by-laws of company as to...
Explosives
carriage of
Express ToUs
meaning of .. .
approval of tariff of by Board .
definition of carriage by express .
contracts limiting liability, etc.
review of by Board .
penalty for carriage without approval of tariff
Expropriation
for right of way, statiolls, etc .
additional land for certain purposes ..
obtaining stone, gravel, etc .
company not to acquire title to minerals .
by street railways, assent of council
Eyesight
examination of employees
2576
2553
2548
2471
2559
2560
2560
2560
2561
2606
2508
2517
'542
2588
2599
1316
Fares
collection of from passengers 2547
expulsion and penalty for refusal to pay............... 2547
additional charge fot' usc of sleeping or parlour cat's 2552
limit of on electric railways 2571
Farm Crossings
duty of company as to construcUng 2532
gates open at, owner of animal killed not to recover 2609
penalty .. _ _........ 2610
Fatal Accidents
inquest compulsorY
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Fences
duty of company as to right of way. .. 2532
taking down without authority, loss of right to damages for
animals killed 2609
penalty 2610
Fenders
regulations of board for protection of life and property. . 2525
on electric cars operating on highways. .. 2591
Fire
safeguard against, in heated cars 2523
devices and prec.autions against on right of way . 2525
right of way to be kept clear of inflammable matter. . ... 2543
liability of company for damages when caused b~' locomotive. 2543
insurance, reduction of damages by . 2543
insurable interest of company................................... .. ....... 2544
.Fire-guards
establishment of under order of Board...................................... 2544
Firemen
limitation of hours of labour . 2603
Fire Rangers
regulations of Board as to employment of............ .... .. ... .... .. 2526
Footbridge
power of Board to order erection of 2536
penalty for using level crossing................................. . 2611, 2612
Freight
general jurisdiction of Board as to remedying service 2528
accommodation for traffic, duty of company.................. .. 2546
cars for, not to be in rear of passenger cars 2548
leave to carry when line not open for traffic. . 2557
tolls for, approval of Board :......... 2559
collection of .. . . 2561
equality of .. 2562
tariff of subject to classification by Board........ . 2563
standard, special and competitive tariffs................. 2564
Frogs
requirements as to packing . 2529
Fruit
uniform special rates for carriage of 2562
Gas Pipe
diversion of 2494
restoration to former condition as far as possible 2495
protection of, from escaping electricity................... 2584
Gates
at farm crossings, duty of company......................... 2532
owner to keep closed when not in use . 2533
owner leaving open, not to recover damages for animals 2609
penalty ;................................. 2610
Gauge
to be standard ga'uge, unless otherwise ordered 2521
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Gong
when to be placed on train
sounding at highway crossing
Government
railways, Act not to apply to ""." _ .
use of railway and telegraph, etc., by .
Head Office .
location of
Heating
on street and incline railways, order of Board
2523
254'
2476
2615
2476
2527
Highway
meaning of . _..... 2471
diversions of, general powers of company..... 2494
restoration to former condition as far as possible........ 2495
purchase of additional land for diversion or exchange of 2588
operation on, across, over or under, compensation to adjoining
owner . ,.......... 2516
leave of Board required for use of.... 2636
consent of municipality in case of city or town 2636
not to be unnecessarily obstructed by works................... 2635
moving reversely on or across highwaY in city, town or village 2551
Hours of Labour
on electric and street railways 2584
not to be permitted on eonseeutive Sundays 2584
on railway over 20 miles in length 2603
regulation by Board of hours of eonductors and motormen 2603
penalty for eontravention . 2604
Immigrants
special rates or free carriage of traffic not undue preference 2576
Incline Railwars
Act not applicable, except as expressly declared....
application of certain sections to....
jurisdietion of board over company
powers of expropriation . .
Incorporation
not to be under Companies Aet
2475
247.
2526
2588
2158
Inspection
inspecting engineers, appointment by Board,
powers .
line not to be opened without leave of Board..
non-repair, eomplaints as to ..
order of board as to work to be done
inspecting engineer, forbidding operation..
Insulator
penalty for shooting at
duties and
...2555, 2656
2566
2657
2657
2668
2613
Interchange of Traffic
agreements for . . ' . 2498
Interlocking Switch
order of Board approving
use of at grade erossings
of at swing bridge...... 254'
2550
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2549
2612
2612
2613
2472
2493
2495
2496
Intoxicating Liquor
penalty for supplying to employee on duty .
being under influence of while on duty........... .. .
piercing or opening casks unlawfully ..
Land
meaning of ..
general powers to enter upon, survey and take ..
taking those of another company with approval of Board..
using Crown lands with consent of Crown ..
preparation and deposit of map of location, plans, surveys and
books of reference 2600-2605
extent of land which may be taken 2606
conveyances by fiduciary owners.................................................... 2606
additional land, application for leave to take............................... .. 2508
arbitration, to determine compensation 2511
possession, when company entitled . 2513
acquisition when obtaining materials for construction . 2517
for branch lines and sidings to industries... _............................... 2519
purchasin~ quantity above requirements and sale of surplus ... 2520
use of adJacent during construction............................................. 2520
street railway taking, with assent of counciL........................ .... 2588
Level Crossings
sounding whistle, bell, etc., on approach of train .
2615.............................................. , .
Location of Line
power as to 2493
map showing 2500
alterations in 2502
Locomotives
equipment and appliances required for.. .. . 2521,2522
oil cups, bells and whistles 2523
regulations as to prevention of fire from.. .. 2524
fire caused by, liability of company........... 2543
Mails
order for running trains so as to connect with trains on other
lines 2546
obligation to carry......... 2615
Meetings
of provisional directors 2476
of shareholders for election of directors 2478
Mileage Tickets
not undue preference .. 2576
Military Forces
obligation to carry
Milk
uniform special rates for carriage of.. .. ...... ... ... ... ...... 2562
Mines and Minerals
operation not to be interfered with except with leave of board 2542
compa~y not entitled. to. minerals unless expressly conveyed. 2642
operatmg under or wlthm forty yards of line, leave of board .. 2542
lortgages
to secure bonds, power to make 2489
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Motive Power
general powers as to use of..
Motorman
communication to be provided with conductor .
vesti~ule .for protecti(;IO. of _ .
exammatlons and tramlng .
limitation of hOUfS of labour on line 20 miles long..
regulations as to hours of labour on street railway _ ..
2493
2521
2523
2599
2603
2603
Municipal Corporations
agreements for construction or operation on highways, power
of company subject to ._ 2579, 2580
street railways in cities and towns, municipal construction and
operation . 2581
when municipality mal' assume ownership 2588
transferring railway acquired to company 2589
Navigation
company not to interfere with
stopping trains at swing brid~es ..
Nuisances
by-laws, etc., of company as to
Officers
appointment and retirement of .
penalty for obstructing.
Oil Cups
requirements as to .
One-Man-Cars
operation of with approval of Board ..
Open Cars
regulations of Board as to
construction and arrangement of.
2494
2549
2553
.. _2481, 2482
2611
2523
2592
2525
2528
Operation
general powers as to .. .
sel'Vice, regulations of the Board as to ..
regular trains to start on schedule time... .. ..
accommodation for traffic, duty of company .
regulation of time to allow connections ,,, .
trains crossing highwa)'s _ , , , .
moving reversely on highways in cities, towns and villages.
obstruction of highway crossing .
hauling sleeping and parlour cars ..
stations regulations as to .. .
by-laws, rules and regulations .. .
inspecting engineer may forbid ..
Overhead Crossings
restriction on narrowing by abutments
headway from surface of highway..
Packing
frogs, guard rails, etc., to have
Parks
powers of electric and street railways
2493
2524
2546
2546,..,
2549
2551
2551
2552
2552
2563
2558
2536
2537
2529
2585
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Parlour Cars
contracts for hauling .
additional charge for use of .
Passengers
general powers as to transportation of .
not to stand on side steps of open cars .
collection of fares from .
riding on platform or in baggage car, etc. . .
not to carry dangerous goods or explosives
conductor's powers as to removal of, for misconduct
fraudulently evading fare .
Pa senger Traffic
health regulations as to .
Passes
when company may grant .
"Pay-as-you-enter" System
approval of design of car ..
Perishable Goods
sale of for tolls .. .
uniform special rates for carriage of . . .
disposal of if left on street railways .
Phy!'icians
health regulations as to employment of, on construction work
Pipes
application for leave to lay on land of company ..
protection of from escaping electricity .
Plans
and surveys, map showing general location of line and par-
ticulars .
approval of by Board .
Pooling Tolls
prohibition of .
Power
production, supply, development and transmission of .. . ....
no exclusive franchise for transmission of, on highways
use of right of way for transmission line .
Preference Stock
by-laws for issuing, requirements as to .
Prol'incial Parks .
passenger fares on railways in ..
Proxies
appointment and qualification of.............................. .. .
rupils' Tickets
rates on electric railways ..
Radial Railways
inter~han~e o~ ?,affic and running rights between contiguous
hnes in cItIes .
admission of, where street railway operating in city or town ..
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2548
2548
2579
2611
3356
2576
2592
2561
2562
2593
3396
2531
2584
2500
2501
2563
2585
2588
2615
2486
2572
2479
2571
2573
2597
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Repairs
order of board as to _ _. , .
inspecting engineer may prohibit traffic pending ..
Right of Way
limitation of right to expropriate for
duty of company as to fencing .
to be kept clear of inflammable matter..
payment for, in bonds or paid-up stock ....
inspection of .
use of by Crown for transmission of power .
Rivers and Streams
diversion of, general powers of eompany .
restoration to former condition as far as possible
rights to take bed of _ " .
Rolling Stock
meaning of .. . .
general powers of company as to
requirements as to equipment
jlls~diuJi ur .
order of Board condemning .
2567
2568
2506
2532
2S43
2545
2566
2016
2494
2496
2496
2472
2493
.2521-2523
2655
2557
Running Boards
requirements as to . 2522
Running Rights
agreements for . 2498
Sanitary Connniences
on street and incline railways 2591
Settlers
special rates or free carriage of traffic not undue preference 2576
Shareholders
liability for calls. ... __ .._ ..
liability to creditors .
rights of aliens as . .
consent required for agreement as to running rights
amalgamation, agreement to be approved by ....
Shares
allocation of by provisional direc:tors..... ~..
calls on, notice of, Iiabilit)· of 'shard-older
transfer of, how regulated .._ .
forfeiture for non-payment of calls .
Shunting
on or across highway in cities, towns or villages
Side Stepg
passengers not to stand on ..
Signals
crossing swing bridge
crossing highwaYs
crossing other lines
Signalman
limitation of hours of labour on line 20 miles long
2483
2486
2486
2498
2499
2477
2482
2483
2484
2551
2529
2549
2549
2550 .
2603
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.... 01
Signboards
at crossings on highways 2538
Sleeping Cars
contracts for hauling . ... 2552
additional charge for use of 2552
liability of company as to 2552
Smoking
by-laws of company as to 2553
Snow
purchase of additional land for protection against snowdrifts 2508
remO\'al or from street railways or electric railway on Sunday 2582
implied pro\'isions in agreement as to use of highway....... 2595
Snow Fences
ere<:tion and remo\'al of
Speed
in cities, towns and villages
Stations
limitation of right to expropriate for
approval of location of by Board.
accommodation at ...
penalty for trespassing
Steam
use of on electric line for construction purposes
Stopping Places
on street and incline railways
on electric railways
2520
2550
2506
2552
2552
2611
25-i4
2521
2528
2588
2590
2590
2589
20173
2475
2476
2526
2555
2573
2580
2581
2584
2585
Street Railwa,·
meaning of. . ..
Act not applicable except as expressly declared
application of certain sections to .
jurisdiction of Board over company .
by-laws of company to be subject to terms of franchise
interchange of traffic and running rights between contiguous
lines in cities .
powers of compan)-' as to construction and operation
city or town may construct and operate .
hours of labour " ..
forfeiture for non,user . .
works which may be undertaken, production and de\'elopment
of power . 2585, 2586
agreement with municipality before using highway. .. 2586,2587
by-law granting franchise, requirements as to ... 2587
de\'iation to private right of wa)' 2587
exclusive privilege for transmission of electrical energ)' not to
be granted .
duration of franchise .
municipal corporation taking over ..
corporation mal' transfer right to another company
Subsidie5
securing pa)'ment of fair wages on subsidized line
conditions as to tolls to prospectors and settlers .
purchase of supplies, in Canada .
2601
2601
2602
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Sunday
electric and street railways, not to operate on
exceptions . .
penalties . . .
granting right in city of 15,000 .
hours of labour on electric and street railways_ ..
parks, not to be used for games, excursions, etc., on
Swing Bridges
stopping trains at ....
Switches
order of Board as to in ease of street railways .
packing between fixed rails " , .
Tariffs
by-laws authorizing, approval of Board __
express tolls .
equality of rates .
freight, classification , , , .
passenger, standard and special ..joint tadffs, continuous cnrriage
uos
2582
2582
2582
2583
2584
2586
2549
2528
2529
2559
2559
2562
2563
2566
2567
2<..
2496
Telegraph and Telephone LinES
general powers of company to divert
power to construct and operate .
approval of board in default of agreement with city, town or
village as to poles ' ,.... .. 2496, 2497
to be used only for business of company............... 2497
not to cross railway line without leave of Board 2497
Crown may require exclusive use of ....... ...... 2615
Time Schedule
order of Board as to, on street railways
regular trains to run according to .....
Time Tables
regulations as to reckoning of time in ...
and incline railways 2527
2545
1666
Tolls. See Tariffs
meaning of .
provisions as to, to extend to water traffic .
application of provisions to bridge and tunnel companies....
agreement for division, dc., of .
traffic, to be accepted, carried and delivered on payment of..
order of board as to, when connections made with other lines
by-laws and tariffs, preparation of .
approval of board required before charging .
Tracks
gauge , , .
penalty for walking along
Traffic
meaning of . , .
agreement for interchange of, and running rights. . .
penalty for refusal or neglect to forward traffic [rom other line
inability to agree as to interehange, Board to decide.
complaints, determination of by Board , ..
street railways " . ,
accommodation for, duty of company .
application to open line for .
facilities for, and for interchange of, duty of company
2473
2475
2475
2498
2546
2547
2559
2559
2521
2611
2473
2498
2498
2499
2<"
2t99
2546
2557
2572
I~D£."".
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Traffic-Continued
undue preference or discrimination .
express companies, equal facilities to be afforded to , ..
agreements for undue preference or discrimination void .
contiguous electric lines in cities, interchange of, and running
rights ..
discrimination, burden of proof.. ..
regulations of Board, general or specific .
tariff, when approved, to be conclusive ..
free or reduced tariff, when permissible ..
annual returns as to .
Train
meaning of .
requirements as to equipment ..
to run according to time-table ..
order regulating running of, so as to take passengers and mail
from other lines ..
stopping at swing bridges, order of Board exempting .
crossing highways, and other lines at grade .
speed of in cities, towns and villages .
moving reversely over or along highways .
entering with intent to escape fare ..
Trainman
hours of labour on line 20 miles long .
Trees
powers as to removal of.. .
Trespassing
loss of right to damages for a.nimals killed .
. penalty for animals .
walking on tracks .
on stations and cars ..
nclaimed Goods
sale of, to pay freight charges ..
disposal of when found on street railways .
ndue Preference
company not to grant ..
agreements for void .
complaints as to ..
certain matters not to constitute' ..
Vessels
agreements as to interchange of traffic .
when carriage by, deemed continuous .
Vestibules
for protection of motormen and conductors . .
penalty for not complying with requirements ..
Wages
on construction of subsidized line .
enforcing payment .
Warehouse Receipts
raising money by ..
Watchmen
order for employm~nt of during work on highway ..
at crossings, order for .
D-32
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2572
2573
2573
2573
2574
2575
2575
2576
2604
2474
2521
2545
2546
2549
2549
2550
2551
2611
2603
2494
2609
2610
2611
2611
2562
2592
2572
2573
2574
2576
2498
2567
2523
2524
2601
00,2601
2491
2536
2537
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Water Pipe
power to alter position of... . .
restoration to former condition as far as possible
application for leave to lay on land of company
protection of, from escaping electricity _ .
2494
2495
2530
2584
................ , .
chargeable as..
Wires
power to alter position of..
restoring _ .
protection of .. .
penalty for interfering with
Wharves
general powers of company as to
Whistle
sounding at highway crossings and penalty
Working Expenditure
meaning of .
preference of over securities
rental in respect of lands taken
annual returns as to _ _.
Works
penalty for injuring , , .
unlawful erection and maintenance, penalty for
RAILWAY AND MUNICIPAL BOARD
Absence
appointment pro hac vice in case of
Appeals
appointment of counsel by Crown .
to Lieutenant-Governor in Council ..
on question of law to di'nsional court .
to Privy Council. . .
2494
2495
2584
....2613,2614
2493
2474
2489
2508
2604
2610
2612
2619
2624
2630
2630
2631
Appliances
machines, devices, etc., members not to be interested in 2619
Applications
if unopposed one member may hear
references to a member for report
jurisdiction and powers , .
re-hearing and review of decision
notice of .
Arbitration
labour disputes
Bills
report to assembly or committee <In
2618
.. 2619
....2622, 2623
2624
2627
.....................2634,2635
2633
Book-keeping
public utilities or railways operated by municipal corporations,
oversight of . .
Book of Reference
certified copies as evidence ..
26M
2627
INDEX.
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Bureao of Municipal AlI'airs
member of Board may be director of.............................................. 2620
Certiorari
proceedings not removable by . 2631
Chairman
appointment of 2617
not removable, except on address 2618
opinion on questions of law to prevail 2618
Constables
to obey and assist Board. 2626
Costs
of counsel appointed by Crown, order as to 2624
of appeals, security for...................................................................... 2629
board and members not liable for 2631
discretion as to 2631
of inquiries 2632
Counsel
appointment of by Crown to act before Board or on appeals 2624
Court House
authority for use of 2620
Directors
when members of the Board not to be.......................................... 2619
Disqualification
for interest, appointment pro hac vice 2619
Evidence
documents and certified copies............. 2627
Executive Council
powers of railway committee of transferred to Board 2618
Experts
appointment of, at request of Board .. .. 2621
Facts
finding of Board as to, conclusive 2629
Fees
certified copies regulations and orders, to be paid for 2621
powers of Board, as to 2635
payable to treasurer of Ontario 2635
on orders, to be paid in stamps .. 2636
Hydro-Electric Power Commission
jurisdiction of, not affected 2623
Injunction
not to lie as to proceedings 2631
Inquiries
under direction of Board............................... 2632
powers of board, inspecting engineer or officer..... 2632
into facts for Government.......... 2633
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Inspecting Engineer
documents signed by, evidence of ....
powers of on inquiries ,
Inspection
powers of Board, inspecting engineer, etc.
Interim Orders
powers as to granting ...
Jurisdiction
powers of Railway Committee transferred to Board
as to location, plans, equipment, stations , ..
what complaints may be heard, acts OJ' omissions in breach of
statutory or contrac:ual obligation .
may hear and determine questions of law and of fact .
general powers in c)I(crcise of .
operation of railway or utility under authority of court, does
not nffcct . .
interest of parties, decision final .
matters within authority of Hydro-Electric Power Commis-
sion .
exclusive whenever conferred .
acting on own motion or at request of Government.
may be exercised from time to time .
rehearing and review , .
default in obeying orders, doing work at expense of delinquent
enforcement of orders. . .
duty of sheriffs, etc., to aid
presumption as to
PAO&
2626
2632
2632
2628
2618
2618
2622
2623
2623
2623
2623
2623
2624
2624
2624
2624
2624
2624
2626
2629
Labour Disputes
arbitration and mediation
Law Stamps
fees on orders to be paid in
Legislation
report to Assembly or committee on.
J,iquidator
appointment of, not to affect jurisdidion
Lock-out
arbitration and mediation .
...2634,2635
2636
............. 2633,2634
2623
2635
Members
not to hold securities in railway or public utility company.. 2619
not to be interested in appliances, etc. 2619
not to be directors of companies investing in securities of
railway or public utility companies 2619
to devote whole time to duties 2619
salary of 2621
Municipal Corporations
report on proposed bill affecting 2683
superintending book-keeping of railway or public utility oper-
ated by . 2634
n.:ltura! gas works not to be public utility.......... 618
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2621
2634
2626
2627
2627
2628
Notices
how to be given and served . . .
of application, what required .
proceedings without, in urgent cases .
re-hearing on motion of person entitled to .
Officers
appointment and dismissal .
giving out information without leave and penalty ..
Orders
drawing, authentication and filing of 2621
certified copies of 2621
may be mandatory or prohibitory 2622, 2623
enforcement of, powers of board 2624
power to review or rescind 2624
service of . 2626
in cases of urgency...... 2627
enforcement of as orders of court 2628
terms of, may be contingent 2628
may be limited as to time 2628
granting partial or other relief 2628
interim orders 2628
extension of time specified in 2629
presumption of jurisdiction................................................................ 2629
appeals to Lieutenant-Governor in Council 2629,2630
to divisional court and Privy Council........ 2630
Plans
certified copies as evidence....................................................... 2627
Procedure
publication of regulations and orders, effect of.............................. 2627
general rules as to....... 2629
findings as to facts to be conclusive................................................ 2629
Production
powers as to... 2623
Profiles
certified copies as evidence....... 2627
Prohibition
not to lie as to proceedings 2631
Protection of Life and Property
board may require adoption of precautions for............................ 2633
Publication
service by................................................................... 2626
of orders, regulations, etc., effect of.............................................. 2627
Public Utility
meaning of 2617
superintending book-keeping of municipal corporations oper-
ating 2634
Questions of Law
chairman's opinion to prevail........................................................... 2618
Quorum
two members to be..... 2618
when une member may act................................................................ 2618
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Railway
includes street railway
application of Act to.
Railway Bills
report to Assembly or committee on
2617
2617
..................................2633, 2634
2620
"2623
Railway Committee
of the Executive Council powers of, transferred to Board.... 2618
Rates
enquiry and report as W in case of operation by municipalities 2634
Receivef
appointment of, not to affect judsdiction..
Records
secretary to keep ..
Referencell
power of Lieutenant·Governor in Council as to...
Regulations
dl'8Wing, authentication and filing of
certified copies of.. . .
service of and duty on receipt .
as to practice and procedure. power to make
2631
2621
2621
2626
2629
_._ 2633,2634
......2631, 2632payable
Re.Hearing
powers as to............. 2624
after proceeding without notice 2628
variation or recission by Lieutenant-Governor in Council.. 2630
Repairs
expense of when ordend by Board, how
Report
annual of Board, contents of .
Rules of Court
as to practice and procedure on appeals
Safety Appliances
requiring adoption of.....
2630
2633
Salaries
chairman, members and secretary, etc . 2621
Seal
of the Board, to be judicially noticed..
Secrcc)' of Proceedings
penalty for giving out information without leave .
Se<:retary
appointment, tenure of office and duties .
2617
2634
2620
2629
Securities
members not to hold in railway or public utility company 2619
Security for Costs
on appeals .
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2629
2626
2634
2620
2620
2620
2620
Service
of notices, orders, etc. . 2625, 2626
Sheriffs
to obey and assist Board : ..
Sittings
to be held when and where convenient ..
may be private or open to public ..
use of court house or town halL .
secretary to attend ..
Stated Case
opinion of appellate division .
Statistics
power to require municipal cDrporations to furnish ..
Stock
mmebers not to hold in railway or public utility company.......... 2619
Street Railway
application of Act to........................................................................ 2617
members not to hold stock, etc., in.... 2619
Strikes
arbitration and mediation .2634,2635
Tolls
jurisdiction on complaints................................................................ 2622
Town Hall
right to use when there is no CDurt house 2620
Travelling Expenses
how payable 2622
Vacancies
how filled 2617
remaining members may act.............................................................. 2617
Vice-chairman
exercise of powers of chairman 2618
Witnesses
powers of Board to enforce attendance 2623
when inquiries held under order of Board 2632
fees of 2632
Works
execution of under order of Board 2631
expenses of 2632
RAILWAY FIRE CHARGE
Annual Charge
amount of 3557
notice of and time for payment 3558
Arrears
to bear interest.......................................... 3558
forfeiture of lands for non-payment of.......................................... 3559
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Charge
limit of amount, recovery of, etc.
Collector
whom to include ..
regulations as to
Exemption
when owner or tenant entitled to....
Forfeiture of Land
on non-payment of charge
Minister
power to grant exemption and action to recover...
declaration of forfeiture by.. ......... "." ....
Owner
liability for charge .
regulations requiring returns by
Railway Lands
what to be deemed .
Regulations
powers as to making
Roll
preparation of, by collector
Tenant
meaning of .
liability for cbarge .
regulations requiring returns by __
RECOGNIZANCE
rrocedure on Estreating
see Estreats
REFEREE OF TITLES
see Quieting Titles .
REFORESTATION BY COUNTIES
By-laws
power of counties to pass .
approval of Minister of Lands and Forests to
power of townships in districts
Debentures
to provide for purchase of land. limit of .
REFORMATORIES FOR FEMALES
see Andrew Mercer Reformatory....
.. 3557. 3668
3557
3560
....
3669
....
3559
3567
3.6<>
3557
3560
35..
3657
35"
3560
• 1368
1620
3546
3546
3546
3646
4028
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REFORMATORIES FOR ONTARIO
4022
4022
4024
4026,4027
Accountant
appointment of ..
regulations as to .
security to be given by.. .. .
certifying vouchers on industries account ..
Administration
to be divided into two branches........................................ ... . 4024
Bailiff
delivery of prisoner to, for removal.......................... .. .. 4023
Bank Account
for industries, how dealt with........................................................ 4026
Board of Parole
consideration of history of pr·soner................................. 4025
4025
4023
4024
4026
4022
4022
4024
Bursar
appointment of ..
regulations as to ..
security to be given by _ , ..
Cheques
on industries account, countersignature of. .. 4026
voucher to be attached to................................ 4026,4027
Committal
production of copy, on removal of prisoner .
Conduct
of prisoner , record to be kept ..
Contracts
officers not to be interested in .
to be entered into with inspector in his corporate name.
Custodial Branch
administration of by superintendent .. 4024
Director of Industries
appointment of . . 4022
administration of Industrial Branch of reformatory by............ 4024
Discharge
when sentence expires on Sunday............................................... 4025
not to take place during illness 4025
Discipline
regulations as to 4022
Disease
inmates not to be discharged while suffering from certain 4026
Employment
beyond limits, regulation and conditions of................................ 4026
Farming
procuring land for purposes of........................................................ 4026
Fees
officers not to take.............................. 4024
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Gaols
transfer from, to reformatory.
removal back to, under warrant..
Gratuities
officers not to take
Illness
prisoner not to be discharged while suffering Irom..
Indeterminate Sentence
minimum and maximum
4023
4023
4024
4025
4025
Industrial Branch
administration
Industrial Farm
removal from,
Industrial School
removal from,
of by Director of Industries .
to the reformatory .
to reformatory __ .
4024
4023
4023
Industries
special account for .
auditing of accounts .
Inspectol"
meaning of " .
suspension of officers by ,.
recommending removal (If officers ' .
not to be interested in supplies or contracts.
dealings and contracts with, in corporate name .
countersigning cheques on industries account
Labour
regulations as to.... .. . .
means to be furnished for .
employment beyond limits of reformatory
.4026
4027
4022
4023
4023
4024
4026 •
(026
4022
4025
4026
Lieulenanl·Go\·ernor in Council
may establish one or lJl(lre reformatories 4022
regulations by .-... (022
sanction of extra-mural employment by 4025
may provide land for farm purposes,... 4026
Liquor
not to be brought into reformatory except under regulation.. 4024
Minister
meaning of , . 4022
countersigning cheques on industries accounL 4026
Narcotics
not to be brought into reformatory except under regulation.... (024
Officers
appointment of (022
regulations as to . (022
suspension and removal 01....... 4023
pay to cease during suspension.. 4028
not to be interested in supplies or contracts.... . 4024
not to have dealings with prisoners or receive fees, etc.. 4024
supplying narcotics or liquor to prisoners (024
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4024
4024
4022
4025
4023
4025
4025
4026
4026
4022
4023
4023
4024
4025
4025
4025
4025
Ontario Board of Parole
consideration of history of prisoner .
Penalty
officers interested in supplies or contracts................................. 4024
supplying liquor, narcotics or tobacco 4024,4025
Prisoners
regulations as to .
transfer to and from gaols ..
sentence to reformatory .
officers not to have dealings with .
record of conduct to be kept .
maximum and minimum sentence .
consideration of history by board of parole ..
employment beyond limits .
Property
what included in reformatory .
superintendent to have care of.. ..
Regulations
what may be dealt with ..
Security
certain officers to give .
Sentence
Pr:o~uction of copy ~n removal of prisoner ..
mmlmum and maxImum ..
expiry on Sunday, discharge on Saturday or ·Monday .
Steward
security to be given by ..
Storekeeper
appointment of 4022
regulations as to 4022
security to be given by.................................................................... 4024
Superintendent
appointment of 4022
regulations as to....... 4022
powers and duties of.............. 4023
duty as to receiving and detaining prisoners........ 4024
security to be given by.................................................................... 4024
not to be interested in supplies or contracts................................ 4024
not to have dealings with pr'soners, or receive fees, etc. ........ 4024
to have custody and care of property.......................................... 4026
Supplies
not to be furnished by officers or employees.............................. 4024
Surgeon
appoir(tment of 4022
regulations as to 4022
Tobacco
not to be supplied to prisoners............................ 4025
Transfer
of prisoners to and from gaols, etc. 4023
Warrant
for emoval of pmoners.................................................................. 4023
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INDEX.
In5pection oC
sec Inspection of Prisons and Public Charities,
REGISTRATION OF BILLS OF SALE, ETC.
see Bills of Sale and Chattel Mortgages
REGISTRATION OF BIRTHS, MARRIAGES AND DEATHS
see Vital Statistics .
REGISTRATION OF INSTRUMENTS
Abstracts
registrar to make .
certificate of registrar on .
fees to be stated on face of ,................. . .
omission of discharged mortgages and expired liens.
Abstract Index
coun.terI?arts of .
entncs m .
entry of mortgage not recorded in full .
correction of omissions or errors in recording ..
for sub-divisions of township or park lots .
Abstract of Title
fee for , .
PAOI
n4.5
1709
8"
1537
1537
1538
1538
1642
1543
1648
1560
1563
1672
1639
1539
Actual Notice
rights of subsequent purchaser or mortgagee without. 1659
priority of registration, when not to prevail against .... 1659
of subsequent mortgage before advancing money 1669
registratlon of subsequent mortgage not to be 1559
registration, when to be ,....... 1569
Administration, Grants of
affecting land without local description
to be recorded in general register
Affidavits
who may take "........... 1645
parties to instrument not to take 1546
not to be taken until signed by witness 1646
witness compellable to make as to execution 1546
fee for drawing and swearing 1573
for general register registry fee on 1574
Agent
instrument charging commission of, on land not to bind after
one year ... ,.......................... ,..................... 1660
Alimony
registration of judgment
Alphabetical Index
of grantors and grantees
926
1643
Amalgamation of Loan Corporations
certificate of to be recorded in e-eneral reiister ~...... 1639
1 DE-X.
REGISTRATION OF INSTRUMENT~Continued
Barrister
registrar, deputy and clerk not to practise as .
Books of Office
treasurer to provide ..
for each township, etc ..
general register ..
by-law book for money by-laws ..
property of Crown .
registrar to provide on treasurer's default .
handin~ over certain on change in registry division ..
penalty for not ..
payment of expenses of re~istrar ..
delivery up on removal or resignation of registrar .
penalty for refusal ..
re-copying .
repair of ..
counterparts of abstract index ..
fees and expenses in connection with ..
inspection of by Master or Local Master of Titles .
inspection of by municipal officers .
penalty for altering ..
Boundaries
registration of proclamations and orders affecting municipal-
ity _ .
By-law Book
for record of money by-laws ..
By-Laws
registration of certain municipal. ..
Carleton
office hours on Saturdays ..
Cemetery Lots
deeds not to be registered .
Certifieales
fee of registrar for : ..
of payment of taxes, registry f~e ..
Certificate of Registration
endorsement on two or more original parts .
Clerk
of registrar not to act as loan agent .
not to advise as to title ..
not to take proceedings under power of sale ..
not to practise as barrister, physician, etc ..
Con\'eJaneer
registrar, deputy registrar and clerk not to practise as .
Con\'cJances
list of to be furnished to clerk, assessment commissioner, etc
Crown
contribution by to cost of sub-dividing and surveying lots........
Crown Attorney
to be registrar pro tem when no deputy ..
803
1536
1538
1538
1539
1539
1540
1540
1540
1541
1542
1542
1542
1542
1542
1542
1573
1574
1578
1580'
1658
1539
1558
1536
3654
1572
1574
1550
1536
1536
1536
1536
1536
1576
1569
Hi36
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REGISTRAnON OF INSTRUMENTS-Continued
Crown Grants
registration of
Custody of Documents
deposit of deeds, ek., lor safe keeping
PAoa
1551
1592
. 1559..................,; ..instruments
Deputy Rc"gistrar
appointment and powers of 1535
oath of office of 1536
prohibition as to carrying on cCI1.ain businesses or practising 1536
Discharge of Mortgage
See Mortgages Infra
Equitable Liens
void as against registered
1431
Errors
how far rel;:"istrar liable for by predecessors.. 1538
in recording, how corrected 1560
Estate Tail
limit of time for registering assurance.
Evidence
compellability of attesting witness..
effect of registered duplicates .
power of Inspector to hear .
1546
1550
1580
,
,
, .
Execution
affidavit of, in case of securities for payment for goods..
witness compellable to make affidavit .
where witness insane or absent...... . .
by courts and corporations. what sufficient evidence
1545
1546
1646
1546
1548
Fees
for abstract to be stated on face.,.. 1538
copying from and repairing old books.. ....1642.1573
mortgaf:'es not registered in fulL.... , ,............ 1548
for registration. to be paid at time... 1548
of registrar . .1570-1574
disputes as to, determination of by Inspector.......... 1574
schedule of to be posted up 1575
furnishing statement of 1575
recovery of from municipalities 1575
accounts of .. 1575
annual returns as to............................ 1575
percentage payable to municipality..... .. 1577
adjustment of for part of year.............................. 1678
certain fees not to be included in ascertaining...................... 1678
inspection of books by municipal officers.............................. 1678
in judicial districts percentage payable to Province.................. 1678
allowance for disbursements 1579
on deposit of documents under Custody of Documents Act.... 1594
Foreign Language
registration of instruments in......
Frontenac
office hours on Saturday .... 1636
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General Register
requirements as to keeping 1539
what to be recorded in 1539
registration in separate registry books of instruments re-
corded in 1544
Goods
securities for payment for, affidavit of execution...................... 1545
discharge of 1558
Highways
registration of by-laws opening 1558
Holidays
registration on, prohibited 1536
Ink
prohibition as to use of, by persons making searches.............. 1538
Inspection of Books
right of master or local master of titles as to............................ 1574
by municipal officers 1578
Inspector
powers as to arrangement of abstract........................................ 1563
determination by of disputes as to fees...................................... 1574
appointment and duties of 1579
power to take evidence on oath....................................................... 1580
employment of assistance where work in arrear........................ 1580
Instruments
registrar to exhibit and certify extracts from........................ 1537
certified copies of 1538
what may be recorded 1543
affecting land without local description :.......... 1543
proof for registration...................................................................... 1544
affidavit of execution 1544
copies, furnishing of certified.......................................................... 1547
registration of in another office.................................................. 1547
registration of notarial copies when executed in Quebec............ 1547
name of grantee or mortgagee to be endorsed upon.................... 1547
registering those in foreign language....... 1548
manner of registering 1548
registration of those relating to land in different municipalities 1550
registration of where execution prior to 1st January, 1866...... 1553
. registration where memorials previously registered................ 1554
registration, effect of 1559
when deemed to be registered.......................................................... 1561
to conform to plan................... 1562
registration of, referring to unregistered plan............................ 1564
penalty for altering 1580
Judgments
repealing or cancelling patents 422
for alimony 926
registration of 1546
Kingston
office hours on Saturday 1536·
Land Titles Act
application of 1533.1598
Land Transfer Tax
collection of 410·
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Leases
subsequent purchaser
ceeding 7 years
or mortgagee bound by when not ex-
1559
"'od,
office hours on Saturda;r.... 1536
Letters of Administration
when to be recorded in general Tegi~try.",.... 1539
registration of . 1552
registration of within 12 months from death 1560
registry fee on 1574
1574books by .
Loan COrllOrations
registering certificate$ of nmalgamation _............ 1539
registration of discharJites 'It mortgages on amalgamation of 1554
fee for registering certificate of amalgamation.. ,.............. 1574
Locall\lastcr of Titles
inspection of registry
London, City of
office hour!> on Saturday , . 1536
!'ttaps
measures for preservation of 1542
!\taster of Titles
inspection of registry bQoks by... 1574
Mechanics' Lien
omission of expired from abstract............. 1638
aga.inst r!'-ilway right of way, to be recorded in general register 1539
registratiOn 1771
Memorials
order of inspector for copying 1570
!\toney By-Laws
recording of in by-law book
authentication of for registration
inspection of .
registry fee for _ .
effect of not registering
1639
1568
1659
1673
2798
Mortgagee
prott:ction of subsequent, for valuable consideration without
notice .. . _............... 1559
exception as to leases not exceeding 7 years.. 1559
consent of to plan 1663
Mortgages
omission of discharged from abstract _........... 1638
registration of those not to be recorded in fulL.. 1648
fee for 1648
subsequent registry in full , , ,.......... 1649
entry as to .in abstract index................. 1649
registration of notice of sale under.. 1552
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~Iortgages-Continued
certificate of discharge from, and registration of .
where mortgage held by amalgamated loan corporation .
when mortgage paid by subsequent mortgagee .
where discharge given by person other than mortgagee .
registering part of probate Dr letters of administration .
where part only of lands released .
effect of .
where mortgage seized under execution .
registration, effect of , .
effect of advancing money after .
:\Iortgage Tax
collection of
see Mortgage Tax .
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1554
1554
1555
1555
1555
1556
1556
1557
1559
1559
1589
Municipal Council
approval of to plans 1562
l\Iunicipal Officers
right of to list of conve)'ances during preceding year 1576
right of to inspect books of office.................................................... 1578
:'\otice of Sale nder :\Iortgage
registration of 1552
registry fee on 1574
Office Hours
hours of attendance and registration 1536
early closing on Saturday, when permitted 1536,1537
Ontario Railway and lunicipal Board
registration ~f. or~~rs incorporating or changing boundaries
of mumclpalttles 1558
approval of plan showing streets, etc. 1562
Orders in Council
registration of 1551
registr!1tio.n.of, incorporating Dr changing boundaries of muni-
cIpalitIes 1558
Ottawa
office hours on Saturday.................................. 1536
Patricia
special provisions as to registration in 64
Penalty
neglect of registrar to hand over books on detachment of
territory 1541
refusal of registrar to deliver up books of office on reSIgna-
tion or removal :....... 1542
neglect of owner to register plan 1662
of municipality to register plan................................................ 1667
for altering books or documents 1580
Physician
registrar, deputy and clerk not to practise as...... 1536
Plans
order of inspector for new.............................................................. 1542
payment of fees for 1542
registration of 1661
contents of 1561
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1562
1562
1562
]564
1562
1562
1563
1563
1563
1563
1564
1639
1539
1547
154'
1649
1560
1564
156'
1565
1565
1565
1565
156.
1566
1566
1566
1666
1567
1567
1668
1569
156'
157'
1580
. 2982, 2983
Plans-Continued
to he mounted n ••••••••••••
how certified """ n .
instruments to conform to ..
exception . .
penalty for neglect to register. . .
approval of council when required
mdex book for .. .
of unpatented lands .
consent of mortgagee to registration .._ ,
powers of the Inspector as to arrangement of abstract ..
registration of instrument referrin~ to unregistered .
when registration may be perl}'litted although instrument does
not conform to plan .
not linding till sale made under
alterations in, applications for .
appeal from order on ..
consent of owner to closing of roads
powers of county judge as to.. .. .
of land sub-divided before March 4th, 1868 ..
of cities, towns and villages .
authentication of .
of land situate in two or more townships .
certificate of surveyor . .
expenses of J'egistering, etc.
penalty for nep:lect of municipality to register. . .
order of judge for new.. . .
registration, effect of .
deposit of duplicate and field notes ..
J'egistry fees on .
penalty for altering , .
under Planning and Development Act..
Powers of Attorney
affecting land without local description.
to 00 J'ecorded in general register...... . .
registration of those deposited in Department of Government
registJ'ation of instrument where execution by attorney .
exception as to certain loan companies.... . .
not to bind land after one year where commission made a
charge .
Probates
affecting land without local description
to be J'ecorded in general register................ . .
registJ'ation of within 12 months from death.
Process of Court
deeds under, time for registration of .
Proclamations
registJ'ation of, incorpoJ'ating or changing boundaries of muni·
cipalities .
Production of Documents
by registrar, order for
Prol'isional Judicial District
extent of application of Act to land in....
office hours on Saturday in .
1639
1539
1560
1560
1558
1538
1583
1536
Purchaser
protection of subsequent, for ,·aluable consideration without
notice . ..
exception as to leases not exceeding 7 years .
1659
1659
INDEX.
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Railway
plans and surveys .
contracts for conveyance of land to company .
authority from board to take land .
conveyances of land to company ..
Real E tate Agent
registration of instrument charging land with commission
Records
penalty for altering
09
PAOI
2504
2507
2508,2509
2616
1560
1580
Registrar
word includes deputy registrar 10
appointment of 1535
seal of office 1535
security 1535
liability of sureties 1535
oath of office 1535
deputy, appointment and powers of................................................ 1535
when Crown Attorney to be, pro tern............................................ 1535
not to be loan agent or conveyancer.. 1536
not to advise as to title...................................................................... 1536
not to take proceedings under power of sale.............................. 1536
not to practise as barrister, physician, etc. 1536
duties of 1536
residence of 1536
personal supen;sion of office....................................................... 1536
office hours 1536
to make searches and abstracts 1537
not to permit use of ink.................................................................... 1538
non-liability for errors or omissions of predecessor.................. 1538
to furnish certified copies of instruments...................................... 1538
production of documents by, order for.......................................... 1538
duty of as to copying instruments.............................................. 1550
statutory declaration of correctness of registry books 1550
fees of 1570
submission of disputes as to fees to Inspector 1574
to post up schedule of fees 1575
statement of fees to be furnished by on request 1575
accounts of fees .........:.................................................................... 1575
annual returns to Lieutenant-Governor...................................... 1575
recovery of fees from municipalities.......................................... 1575
to furnish list of conveyances to clerks, assessors, etc............... 1576
percentage of income payable to municipalities 1576, 1577
annual statement of amount paid to municipality.................... 1577
Registration
absence of valuable consideration, not to invalidate regis-
tered conveyance as against subsequent conveyance......1389, 1390
limit of· time for in case of assurance of estate taiL............. 1431
manner of 1548-1558
effect of 1559
priority of to prevail 1559
to be notice 1560
instruments binding lands for payment of commission on sale 1560
of wills, etc., within 12 months........................................................ 1560
of tax deeds within 18 months 1560
of deed of land sold under process within 6 months................ 1560
correction of errors in 1560
when instrument deemed registered............................................ 1561
of instrument referring to unregistered plan.............................. 1564
810 INDEX,
fee on certificate of payment o!.. ..
REGISTRAnON OF INSTRUMENTS-Continued
Registry Divisions
prest'!nt divisions to continue . .
alteration of municipal or electoral boundaries not to atrect.. ..
registrar handing over hooks, etc., on change DC boundaries .
penalty for negleet .
Registry Office
when government may order erection of new building .
county council to provide fire-proof. to heat, light and clean
same , , ..
contribution by city 8l1d separated town.
rules by Lieutenant-Governor for management 01. .
inspector of, appointment and duties of , .
Re-registration
in ease of instrument registered by memoriaL..
where registry books Il)st. etc.
Rules
power of Lieuten:mt-Go'lernor in Council to make..
Seal of Office
of registrar .
Searches
registrar to make .
fees lor
Seeurity
by registrar
Solicitor
registrar, deputy and clerk not to practise as
Streets
minimum width of on registered plans _ .
Surgeon
registrar, deputy and clerk not to practise as ..
Surveyor
certificate of, endorsement on plan .
rights of as to searching books, plans, ck ..
Sun-e)'s
order of inspector for new
payment of fees for ....
copy of ficld notes to be filed with plan
deposit of certified copy of field notes
Tacking
not to prevail against Act
Tax Deeds
time for registration ......
Taxes
registry
Toronto. City of
office hours on Saturdays...
special provisions as to
1'1.0&
1633
1583
1640
1541
1534
1534
1534
1579
1579
1554
1569
1579
1535
1537
1572
1635
1536
1562
1636
1566
1567
164'
1543
1562
1669
1559
15GO
1574
1536
1581
INDEX.
REGISTRATION OF INSTRUMENTS-Continued
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Unpatented Lands
lodging caution with local master of titles as to........................ 1533
plans of, when may be registered.................................................. 1563
Waterloo
office hours on Saturdays . 1536
, entworth
office hours on Saturdays 1536
Wills
index of, where omitted from general register............................ 1539
affecting land without local description 1539
to be recorded in general register.............................................. 1539
registration of 1551
proof as to compliance with Succession Duty Act...................... 1551
registration in part only for purposes of discbarging mortgage 1555
registration of within 12 months from death.............................. 1560
Witnesses
name to be subscribed before taking affidavit.............................. 1546
compellable to make affidavit.... 1546
case of insane or ab,sent 1546
York, East and West
office hours on Saturdays 1536
REGISTRATION OF LAND TITLES
see Land Titles 1598
REGISTRATION OF NURSES
training schools and registration
REGlSTRATION OF PARTNERSHIP
see Partnership Registration
REGULATIONS
4144
1760
Interpretation
words to have same meaning as in Act authorizing.... ... .. ........ 2
may be made beiore commencement of Act authorizing.......... 2
revocation, effect of 3
effect of repeal and substitution of Act........................................ 4.
power of Lieutena~t·Governoras to making.............................. 6
power to make includes power to revoke.. 7
RELIGIOUS INSTITUTIONS
Burial Grounds
appointment of joint trustees for adjoining 4019
Church of England
application of Act to 4020
parsons and churchwardens deemed to be trustees 4020
bishop and rector to be trustees under certain Acts 4020, 4021
synod of, when deemed to be 'trustee 4021
consent of vestry and synod 4021
812 INDEX,
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Congregations
consent of, to leases by trustees .
approval of sales by .
conveyances to newly fanned ., " .
conveyances on union 01 .
consent of, to conveyance or sale by trustees .
meeting of, for appointment of successors to trustees .
consent of, to appointment of joint trustees for adjoining bur.
ial grounds . .
consent of vestry of Church of England congregations .
4015
,\016
,(016
,\017
4017
,\018
,\020
.&021
3896
......... .4017,4018
4019
4020
Con\'cyances
to trustees of site for church, etc. 4013
of additional lands to trustees by collective name 4013
to trustees of new congregation. . .4016, 4017
on union of congregations 4017
to incorporated board 01 denomination 4017
E"idence
of consent of congregation, when deemed conclusive
of record of proceedings . .
of consent of vestry and synod in certain cases..
Industrial Schools
grant or lease of lands to
Jews
application of Act to society or congregation of.. ..
Judge
when sanction to sale or conve)'ance may be obtained
4021
4018
4015
4015
Land Titles
transfer to trustees not to set out purposes or trusts 1613, 1614
Leases
power of trustees to make
restrictions on .
1383
1379
3720
................ 4018
. 4018, 4019
Public Schools
Meetings
for appointment of successors to trustees....
record of proceedings at.....
Mortgages
power of trustees as to, for securing certain debts ..4014, 4015
where trustees of adjoining parcels may join in mortgaging 4015
Mortmain
what gifts to religious society exempt.. .
see Mortmain and Charitable Uses .
4016
4021
Rent
remedy of trustees by distress for...
Roman Catholic Chunh
application of Act to
Sales
powers of trustees to make...................................... 4016
special powers not affected,.............. 4016
evidence of eonsent of congregation 4017,4018
INDEX.
RELIGIOUS INSTITUTIONS-Continued
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Sites
conveyances to trustees for............................................. . 4013
Societies
See Congregations
Special Acts
not affected by Act . .. .. 4019
Trustees
appointment of, to take conveyances for site of church, etc. 4013
conveyances to 4013, 4014
resolution for increase or decrease in number of............. 4014
meeting for appointment of successors.. 4018
appointment on union of societies for building church............ 4018
accounting for moneys received........................................ 4019
appointment for adjoining burial grounds...................... . 4019
incumbent and churchwardens of Church of England to be 4020
REMEDIAL LEGISLATION
every Act to be deemed remedial .. 2
REMEDIES
Crown
extraordinary remedies not to lie against .. 914
Interpretation
effect of repeal of Act upon .. . 3
REMISSION OF FINES
power of Lieutenant-Governor
RENT
Apportionment of
see Apportionment
1374
1961
Reco¥er.r of
see Landlord and Tenant 1933
RENT CHARGE
partial release from, effect of 1402
REPEAL
effect of
see Interpretation
REPLEVIN
3
Action
who may bring and when 1141
Bailiff
action not to lie as to personal property seized by . 1141
Boarders and Lodgers
rights as to goods illegally distrained......................................... J944
814
REPLEVIN-Continued
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Distress
who may replevy good!! rHstrained.
Dh'ision Court
jurisdiction _, ' .
of goods distrained where execution has issued
1141
1013
1069
Entry
of
of
dwelling house to execute order .
any other enclosure .
1141'
n41
963
Liquor
action not to lie, when lleiz:ed under Liquor Control Ad...... un
Local Courts
jurisdiction of
Personal Search
for property ('oneealed about penon or premises. __ _ .
Pfocess
action not to lie as to property seized under
1142
llU
1141
Search
of person 01' premises of defendant or other person ,1141, IH.2
Sheriff
action not to lie as to pcnonal property seized by,.. ,
REPRESENTAnON
in municipal boundaries
Assembl)'
to consist of 112 members
Boundaries
to be those existing at time of passing of Act
town or village on boundary.................. . ..
Cit}"
when not to fOl'm part of any other electoral district
Electoral Districts
not affected by change
description of
"
65
65
65
65
66-92
Municipalities
when not speciaUy mentioned to constitute part
district in which they are situate ..
of electoral
66
Township
augmentationg or gores to fOrIn
in which township is gituate
RESTAURANT
Dancing
charge on
see Amusements Tax
part of electoral district
66
'12
OEX. 15
P~Q"
RETURNED SOLDIERS' AND SAILORS' LAND SElTLEMENT
ACTS
administration aI, by Department of orthem Development 437
REVENUE
Accounting
fixing time and mode of....... . 327
penalty for not transmitting accounts and vouchers ,. 327
onus of proof in action for recovery of... . . 327
procedure by Treasurer where moneys recehoed and not ac-
counted for 327
Accounts
directions as to keeping, allowance for expense in providing
books 327
books and documents, property of the Crown 329
Collection
responsibility of persons employed in . 325
division of province for purposes of............................................ 326
fixing places for.................................................................................. 326
Consolidated Revenue Fund
payment out of, to make up moneys received and not applied
to specific purpose..... 328
See Consolidated Revenue Fund 318
Conviction
not to affect remedies of Crown for recovery of money, etc. 329
Corporations Tax
See Corporations Tax 386
Crown
property in books, accounts, moneys, etc., in hands of officer 329
remedies against offenders and sureties preserved 329
Di missal of Officers
for taking unauthorized fees, gratuities, etc. .. 328, 329
Districts
power to divide province into, and appoint officers for... 326
designation of places in, for particular duties, sufficiency of. 326
Fees
officers not to take....... . 325
dismissal of officer for receiving . 328
of officers in proceedings relating to revenue, See Administra-
tion of Justice Expenses...................... 1336
Gratuities
dismissal of officer for receiving...... . 328, 329
Holidays
offices need not be kept open on....... 327
Losse
responsibility for, when occasioned by malIea ance, careless-
ness or neglect... 328
816 INDEX.
REVENUE-Continued
Malfeasance
responsibility for money lost by
Mining Tax
See Mining Tax
328
'64
326
327
325
325
32'
32'
325
325
325
325
325
325
326, 327
327
327
327
327
327
327
328
328
328, 329
32'
327
329
327
328
328
'25
326, 327
325
325
325
'27
up in office .
Salaries of Officers
power to grant
to be in lieu of all fees, etc.. . ..
when not less than $1,000, no other calling to be followed
Speeial Funds
payment on account of, to be made to credit of Treasurer.
Oath of Office
to be taken b~' persons employed in collection or management 325, 326
Office Hours
regulation of .
notice of, to be posted
Pa)'ments
how to be made
Penalty
remedy of Crown for ree~very of money, etc., not affected by
conviction .
Public Moneys
to be paid to credit of Treasurer .
responsibility for loss of...
receipt and non-application of .
Officers
appointment ,. . , ..
salary, fixing amount ot............ . _ .
to be in lieu of all fees, etc , , .
when not less than $1,000 no other calling to be followed ..
oath of , ,.. _ .
assignment of, for districts or divisions .
fixinl,:' place for performance of rluty _
designation of, for particular duty or service, sufficiency of..
subjoct to statute although not regularly employed
may be employed in respect to any branch of revenue..
appointing hours of attendance and seasons for performance of
duties ..
need not keep office open on holidays ..
direction as to books and account to be kept by..
appointing time and mode of accounting by .
penalty for not transmitting accounts and vouchers..
onus of proof, in action for recovery of.......... ....
procedure by Treasurer where moneys not accounted for or
applied by . . _ .
losses by malfeasance, carelessness or neglect, responsible for
recovery of money received and not applied to specific purpose
punishment for taking fees, gratuities, etc. ........
property in books, accounts, moneys, etc, in hands of
Regulations
as to officers, and conduct of office . "..
hours of attendance and 3easons for performance of duties of
officers .. . : .
REVENUE--Continued
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Stating Account
where money received not accounted for or applied 328
on non-production of vouchers.. 328
Succession Duty
See Succession Duty
Sureties
remedies of Crown against, preserved....................................... 329
Temporary Loans
to make up deficiency in consolidated revenue....................... .... 335
Treasurer of Ontario
payments to be made to credit of................................ .... ..... ....... 327
proceedings for recovery of money received and not accounted
for 327
recovery of money received and not applied.................................. 328
Vouchers
penalty for not transmitting......................................................... 327
stating account on non-production of............................................ 328
see also Consolidated Revenue Fund 318
Public Revenue 325
Succession Duty.................................................... 339
Law Stamps 361
Mining Tax .. 364
Corporations Tax . 386
Provincial Land Tax 404
Land Transfer Tax 410
Amusements Tax 412
Luxury Tax 414
Gasoline Tax 697
REVERSIONER
Prior Estate
rights as against overholding 1406
see also Conveyancing and Law of Property............................. 1393
RIVERS AND STREAMS
see Lakes and Rivers Improvement....................................... ........ 471
ROADS
Minerals Under
see :Mines and :Mining ..
ROAD ALLOWANCE
Timber
right of licensee .
ROAD IMPROVEMENT
see Highway Improvement
609
452
657
818 I.'\O£X.
ROLLING STOCK
l\fortgal:'es on
see Bills of Sale and Chattel Mortgages 1709
RONDEAU PROVINCIAL PARK
see Provincial Purks 866
ROYAL COLLEGE OF DENTAL SURGEONS
see Dcntish'Y
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ROYAL ONTARIO MUSEUM
4012
4009
4009
..........4009, 4010
4010
4010
. 4010.4011
................. 4010
4010
4011
Accounts
audit of
ROllrd
control and management of museum by...
constitution of ., .
term of office and vacancies ,._ _
power to acquire "nd hold property .
transfer of museum in Education Department to
donations to . .
chairman and vicc-chairman . . .
honorary members _ _._._ ;..
II Department of Government for certam purposes .
Buildings
erection and equipment of 4011
n~··laws
power of Board to make .
constitutinK departments and directors
annulment of b~' Lieutenant-Goyernor in Council
Departments of Museum
how to be designated ... _.
4012
4012
4012
4012
4009
4010
4009
4010
Establishment
Executh'e Council
representation of, on B<)ard
Lands
what vested in the Board
Donations
by universities. colleges, etc., to Board 4010, 4011
Education Department
transfer of its museum tel Board
Maintenance
what to include 4011
submission of estimate of to Lieutenant-Governor in Council 4011
apportionment of cost between Province and University 4011
Report
annual to Lieutenant-Governor in Council 4012
INDE.X.
ROYAL ONTARIO MUSEUM-Continued
Taxation
property exempt from .
19
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4012
nil'ersity of Toronto
representation on Board 4009
rights over the lands of the museum . 4010
grants by. for buildings ;.............. . .. 4011
re-imbursement of one-half by Province . . 4011
RULES
Interpretation
power to make. pending commencement of Act authorizing 2
words to have same meaning as in Act authorizing. 2
consolidation or amendment of Act. effect of........................... 4
power to make includes power to alter or revoke............. .. .... 7
RULES OF COURT-
Interpretation
rules to be as prescribed.................................................................. 8
meaning of 11
RULES OF THE ROAD
see Highway Traffic
RURAL HYDRO.ELECTRIC DISTRIBUTION
3238
grants in aid of distribution works in rural power districts .. 752
grants in aid of works of corporation supplying power in ad-
joining township or in rural power district 752
grants chargeable to capital account.. 752
SAFETY ZONES
HighW'a)'s
setting aside of. on
SAILOR
2854
Will of
validity of 1477. 1478 .
SALE OF GOODS
Acceptance of Goods
what constitutes 1691
effect of on right of action where conditions not fulfilled by
vendor 1693
duty of buyer as to 1698
effect of refusing 1701
Action
includes counterclaim and set-off............................................... . 1689
right. duty or liability generally enforceable by....... 1707
